EAA core programs provide a framework for calendar planning and encourage a diversity of activities for alumni chapters. Each program aligns with one of the Emory Alumni Association’s six core messages. The individual impact of each of these programs grows exponentially when our alumni communities around the world participate together!

In addition to these core programs, chapters should plan to spend some time in January focused on volunteer recruitment, and in the spring focused on annual planning.

SEPTEMBER

*EMORY LIVES HERE—WELCOME TO THE CITY*

NOVEMBER

*EMORY CARES—EMORY CARES INTERNATIONAL SERVICE DAY*

FEBRUARY

*ALWAYS EMORY—ALL IN A DAY: 24 HOURS OF CHANGE*

MARCH

*EMORY CONNECTS—GLOBAL NETWORKING SERIES*

YEAR-ROUND

*CHOOSE EMORY—ALUMNI ADMISSION PROGRAMS*

TIMING VARIES

*EMORY LEADS—LIFELONG LEARNING*